Dear NASPA Colleagues,

I am thrilled to present the NASPA Knowledge Communities (KCs) Fall online publication series for our association’s members. Excellence in Practice, is a compilation of articles written by authors involved with our 25 KCs and in the spirit of what KC’s do best - create and share knowledge to enhance professional development. Inside these pages, you will find articles that address topics such as building community for the advancement of Indigenous student affairs, campus threat assessment teams, gender and leadership, to dissertation boot camps, and much more.

The KC’s are proud to offer two publications each year – a Fall online publication that highlights best practices and critical topics and a Spring conference publication with topics that partner with the annual conference theme. Through these documents, the KC’s work successfully together to align with NASPA’s current Strategic Plan, Advancing Leadership Shaping Change. By building our capacity to create knowledge, it is our hope that our publications will support your day to day work with students, staff, faculty, and your campus community.

I am so appreciative of all the people that have been involved in this professional development product. Many thanks is offered to University Parent Media for their design, the NASPA staff for editing, the National KC Chairs for their time and leadership, and to the authors for taking time to write on specific subjects and deliver knowledge to our profession.

Please share this online publication widely with your members. If you have not yet joined a KC, please take a moment to visit the KC page on the NASPA website and contact the leaders or simply join as many as you wish.

Sincerely,

Evette Castillo Clark, Ed.D.
National Director for Knowledge Communities 2011-2013
NASPA Board of Directors
Assistant Dean of Students, Tulane University
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In 2005, our staff at the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate Student Center was appalled by an article in the Chronicle of Higher Education focused on desperate doctoral students spending thousands of dollars for private dissertation coaches. We felt that such services should be supplied by universities, which prompted us to explore whether the Grad Center could provide this kind of specialized assistance for students without the exorbitant price tag.

Our resulting “Dissertation Boot Camp” was designed based on student feedback. We asked students what roadblocks they faced and why were they so desperate. Most cited lack of motivation and self-discipline, and discomfort with the solitary nature of dissertation work. With this in mind, we turned to partners at Penn’s Graduate School of Education and Weingarten Learning Resources Center (LRC) to develop a framework for a program that motivates students using intense, structured writing time.

Relatively simple and inexpensive, the two-week Dissertation Boot Camp combines components of structure, accountability, advising, comfort, and community. Over the years, several universities have contacted us wanting to replicate the boot camp. We recently circled back to these institutions and found many different variations that are working successfully. In this article, we describe our boot camp in detail and highlight variations from our peer institutions in order to demonstrate how varied yet successful shared writing programs can be.

As the Dissertation Boot Camp terminology suggests, we use structure and accountability as a motivational tool. Students register in advance and pay a supply fee, which has ranged from $10 to $25 over the years and covers mainly food and printing. We used to charge a $50 deposit that was returned upon completion of Boot Camp, but we now find the threat of charging the student’s bursar account just as effective. Participants collectively develop the rules for each boot camp around issues such as using cell phones, taking breaks, checking personal e-mail, and other possible distractions. Our last and most effective accountability measure is our “drill sergeant,” a student worker who monitors attendance, restocks food, and ensures adherence to the rules.

The time is highly structured. We mandate that students arrive at 9 a.m. and write until 1 p.m. each weekday. Many participants elect to work during the unmonitored optional writing time from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. We allow absences for extenuating circumstances, but ask that students make up the time during the afternoon sessions.

Advising is delivered by LRC staff who lead a workshop on the first day, addressing best practices, time management skills, and methods to stay on track during and after the camp. A mandatory individual advising session with an LRC learning advisor gives students the opportunity to discuss goals, share drafts, and map out timelines. We encourage students to continue advising sessions after the boot camp concludes.

We allow 20 to 25 students to participate in each Dissertation Boot Camp, dictated by what our space can hold. During the two weeks, we dedicate the third floor of the Grad Center to the boot camp. This allows students to bring their laptops and materials on the first day and leave everything. Students appreciate this comfort, as they usually arrive with rolling suitcases full of data and books. We provide breakfast items, coffee, tea, soft drinks, and healthy snacks. The cost of food ranges from $500 to $600 per camp. This year, we also implemented an optional meditation workshop to provide stress relief.

Simply bringing students together to write provides community and dispels the solitary nature of dissertation work. We allow students at all stages of writing, including dissertation proposal and master’s thesis students, to participate, and peer mentoring often occurs between these disparate students.

In our interviews with institutions conducting Dissertation Boot Camps, we found that these camps come in many different shapes and sizes. Some are run by a graduate center, writing center, or learning center; others by the graduate school or graduate departments; others by graduate students; and still others by a combination of campus partners.

Most boot camps have an “accountability” component: staff presence ensures that students stay committed. Some versions, like the one at Columbia, link the accountability and advising.
components, requiring participants to meet twice daily as a group with the associate dean for PhD programs, each stating their daily goals and reporting back at day’s end. A few boot camps are “self-directed,” allowing students to work without any oversight or interventions. Campuses with limited resources find the self-directed model to be more within their means, and students still benefit from being in a community of writers. Many boot camps also have an advising component, one-on-one sessions, workshops, or presentations. Often these workshops have comfort components as well. For example, Lehigh offers massages and has an athletic coach give a motivational talk, and Yale has daily lunchtime workshops and stretch breaks. However, food is by far the biggest comfort component in boot camps.

Although most Dissertation Boot Camps employ a one- or two-week model, we learned that several institutions are using a weekend model, allowing students with other commitments to write over a series of weekends. Other well-resourced institutions use a retreat model, immersing students in an intense, off-site writing experience, providing housing and meals. Some utilize a course model, where students meet once a week over several weeks with a facilitator to discuss progress. Regardless of the model employed, all institutions report that their students flock to Dissertation Boot Camp, and most important, make progress on their dissertations as a result. We surveyed Penn Boot Camp alumni in 2008: 70% of respondents reported that the boot camp was effective in helping them complete their goals, and the majority defended their dissertations within three semesters of boot camp. Our clever colleagues at Stanford asked their participants to estimate by how many semesters the boot camp sped up their progress, and were able to demonstrate how much Dissertation Boot Camp saves the university in stipend and fees.

Dissertation writing does not have to be a solitary struggle for our brightest students. Our experiences in conducting Dissertation Boot Camp and in consulting with other institutions indicate that all doctoral-serving institutions can implement a version of Dissertation Boot Camp that fits within their resources and helps students complete this critical phase of their doctoral study. ❧

In the predominantly White college environment, African American men face challenges in social and academic settings, including hypervisibility, negative stereotypes, and isolation (D’Augelli & Hershberger, 1993; Majors & Billson, 1992; Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000). Steele (1997, 2000) posits that some Black men internalize negative stereotypes, which in turn become self-fulfilling, self-defeating, and self-threatening (Cuyjet, 2006). Conversely, Bonner and Bailey (2006) propose peer group influence, family influence and support, faculty relationships, identity development, and self-perception as critical factors to promote a climate of success for African American males. Peer groups of African American men can provide support and encouragement that will foster their retention and persistence in higher education.

Objectives of the Study
This study investigates the influence of peers on the academic aspirations, goals, and retention of African American men at predominantly White institutions (PWIs). It examines the peer relationships of participants and the ways in which African American males’ peer groups can mitigate the challenges they face in the PWI environment, thereby improving their likelihood of being retained. Furthermore, it provides insight into African American males’ personal definitions of success that shape their self-perceptions, which are...
also critical to their persistence (Tracey & Sedlacek, 1985, 1987).

Theoretical/Conceptual Frameworks
This study is informed by a broad range of theories and bodies of research to build a framework to explicate the experiences of African American men at PWIs. Several culturally relevant college retention models provided insight into key factors in African American men’s persistence in higher education (Padilla, Trevino, Trevino, & Gonzalez, 1997; Swail et al., 2003; Tracey & Sedlacek, 1987; Weidman, 1985). These models suggest that minority students’ persistence is determined by a combination of academic skills, noncognitive elements such as self-perception, and support from significant others such as peers and family. The Geometric Model of Student Achievement and Persistence developed by Swail et al. (2003) proved to be particularly relevant to our study, as it accounts for peer influences as one of several social factors that affect the retention and academic achievement of minority students. Based on this framework and the aforementioned studies, peer influence emerged as particularly relevant in the experiences of African American males in higher education.

Peer Influences
Peer interactions play a major role in the persistence of African American males in college, as they enable these students to “meet the need for belonging, feedback, and new learning experiences” (White & Cones, 1999, p. 214). A growing body of literature highlights the impact of positive peer interactions among African American men in college (Fries-Britt, 1997, 1998; Harper, 2008; Hood, 1992; Strayhorn, 2008). Fries-Britt (1998, 2002) found that the presence of high-achieving African American peers is particularly beneficial for African American males, as it lessens feelings of “Black Achiever Isolation.” Supportive peer relationships create a culture and community wherein African American males can feel validated in their experiences at PWIs and find encouragement to excel academically (Fries-Britt, 1997, 1998).

Methodology and Data Analysis
We utilized a qualitative case study approach, interviewing self-identified African American male undergraduates at a PWI. Interviews lasted from 60 to 90 minutes, and were recorded and transcribed verbatim. We coded for themes highlighting the roles of family influences, peer influences, extracurricular activities, and other factors related to students’ academic performance. For this article, we focused on participants’ interactions with peers, their academic success, and their perceptions of academic achievement.

Discussion
Our findings suggest that African American men seek opportunities to engage with peers in meaningful ways and that these interactions influence their perceptions of the academic environment at PWIs as well as their persistence toward degree completion. Participants’ responses also suggest that participation in campus organizations with academic standards, as well as those that provide exposure to other high-achieving African American men, is a determinant of academic success. Based on their membership in the aforementioned groups, the men in this study felt a sense of collective responsibility to strive for high grades and a deeper understanding of the material in their respective courses. These groups also provided mentors, knowledge about navigating the college environment, and strong examples of leadership in other male students from similar backgrounds. Similar benefits of membership in historically Black fraternities and athletic teams with academic support mechanisms have been documented in other studies (Harper & Harris, 2006; Messer, 2006). Findings from this study also illustrate the importance of developing peer relationships during the first year of college. Participants developed relationships that would have a positive influence on their academic achievement early in their college experience, but sustained relationships with friends from their hometowns. Both peer groups played unique but equally important roles in participants’ persistence in college. Although the study indicates that peers have a significant influence on the academic achievement and persistence of participants, significant others and self-efficacy also play a role in their collegiate experience. This study highlights factors, including the influence of peers, unique to Black male undergraduates’ experiences and needs that should be addressed to ensure their retention.

Among the research that focuses on the retention and success of African American males, little renders the lived experiences of retained men. In contrast, this study provides insight into the experiences of Black male undergraduates who became involved in campus life and remained enrolled in college beyond the first year. Findings from this study remind readers that Black male undergraduates, though precariously situated, are not the endangered species that they have been portrayed. They present to PWIs as complex, talented, and capable, much like their peers. However, factors unique to their experiences and needs must be addressed to ensure their retention. Specifically, the development of environments that allow for supportive peer groups for African American males is key to their retention and academic success.
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You do not need to be an alcohol and other drugs (AOD) professional to have heard about K-2, Spice, and Bath Salts, though you may not have heard much about them. Let’s start with the basics.

Spice (a.k.a. “K-2”)
Street names for synthetic cannabinoids. Although these drugs are not new, they have gained some increased attention lately. In terms of effect, these substances are reported to allow users to have experiences very similar to those of using marijuana. Usually, they are delivered in the form of a synthetic cannabinoid added to other herbs, spices, or smokable substances; users who have developed a tolerance for the drugs have also been known to migrate to direct use of the synthetics without mixing. Because these drugs are most often ingested in combinations, there is little accurate information on the exact ingredients of any particular blend, making it more difficult to educate the public about them. In March 2011, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) took emergency action to ban a group of synthetic cannabinoids and have placed them as equivalent to Schedule I drugs.

Bath Salts (a.k.a. “research chemicals,” “plant food”)
Synthetic cathinones belonging to the “designer drug” category. In terms of effects, these substances are most frequently considered similar to Ecstasy, but they have also been described as producing results comparable to cocaine, amphetamines, and methcathinone.

Usually labeled as “not for human consumption,” these substances are fairly easy to obtain. The DEA has tried to raise awareness of Bath Salts by referring to their “sudden appearance,” while also acknowledging that they have been discussed in some areas for the past several years. Political leaders, including senators from Minnesota, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania, have proposed legislation to outlaw these substances.

What does this really mean?
The increased attention to Bath Salts and Spice may be attributable to the lack of research on these substances (outside of the prescriptive synthetics) and newly documented concerns regarding toxicity and emergency room visits. But the bigger question is, are we addressing an emerging substance abuse issue or simply chasing a trend? What is the right balance between ignoring the issue altogether and engaging in overly alarmist “hot topic” reactions?

In higher education, we have an unfortunate habit of seizing on media-driven issues around substances and acting as if these are the biggest concerns facing our campuses. In my more than 20 years on college campuses (including my time as a student), only two substances have been documented as being used by a true majority of students: alcohol and caffeine. We tend not to address caffeine use in our work. Other recent examples of trends that the higher education community chased included caffeinated alcoholic beverages, “eyeballing,” vodka tampons, and hookah use. If you are unfamiliar, eyeballing and vodka tampons are two rare methods used to introduce alcohol to the body via application to the eye (usually vodka) and tampons.
soaked in vodka and then inserted vaginally or anally. While rare, there have been some media reports of these two behaviors.

Are these substances really deserving of high levels of attention? I suggest a firm no. A more reasonable approach is to have campus professionals be aware of these fringe “hot topics,” be ready to provide a logical reason why campuses should not have a knee-jerk reaction to what are likely short-lived issues, and be prepared to apply critical thinking and planning (backed by evidence and theory) to comprehensive AOD-related efforts on campus. We are the experts on what is happening, and we can lead a campus response without taking actions that suggest that these are crisis issues for our institutions. A balanced and measured approach, based firmly on the data and a sense of perspective, can go far.

Focus on the future

Based on the available data, these substances may be harmful to the individual, but they are unlikely to truly impact the practice of higher education. The use of drugs like Spice and Bath Salts tends to occur on the fringes of campus life. As a profession, we need to use extreme caution to not overemphasize the issue and inadvertently introduce our students to these drugs. Although well meaning, widespread “education” and “awareness” efforts raise the profile of these fringe behaviors, creating (or at least supporting) a false norm regarding their prevalence and use. We need to put our energy behind the majority—a majority that does not use these substances and never will.

I believe that history does not predict the future. We have reached a point in addressing alcohol and other drug issues on campus at which we can take a critical look at our past efforts, learn from successes and failures, and let go of ineffective reactions. We need to move away from the idea that doing “something” is better than doing nothing. We need to abandon this trend of reactive thinking and focus on the real question: Why are our students using drugs? And let us not forget the mission of our institutions. How are we focusing our AOD-related work on supporting measurable learning that is mission-driven and both evidence- and theory-informed? Let’s not worry so much about what the media raise as concerns; let’s do what we know is right and supportive of our students. As Thaddues Golas, author of *The Lazy Man’s Guide to Enlightenment*, said, “What happens is not as important as how you respond to what happens.”

**Suggested Reading**

where AAPI students are positioned in relation to other racial groups. A primary reason for this is the fact that studies focusing on race, alongside societal misperceptions, primarily use AAPI students as comparison groups. Harper and Hurtado's (2007) audit of studies on student experience with race post-1992 revealed that none of the 35 articles studied specifically focused on AAPI students. The examination of the research revealed that AAPI students were used as comparison groups rather than illuminating the group's specific needs and challenges. When information is used to measure against other groups, the value of understanding AAPI student experiences diminishes and becomes invisible. Further, Poon (2008) concluded after examining the representation of AAPIs in seven higher education journals across a 10-year period from 1996 to 2006 that only 13 of 2,660 articles addressed AAPIs. These two examples reveal the ways AAPI students are unseen in the dialogue of education.

The second issue is the binary conceptualization of race. Research on AAPIs lacks a substantive interrogation because of how race has been shaped to be studied along a Black-White continuum of experience. Many studies subscribe to normative ways of thinking about race, with race conceptualized as a Black-White issue. This binary model holds that one group, Blacks, constitutes the prototypical minority group (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001). Many scholars of race reproduce this paradigm as though only the Black and White races matter for purposes of discussing race and social policy (Perea, 2000). The experiences of other groups, such as AAPIs, Native Americans, and Latino/as, become undifferentiated. This paradigm poses an issue because it ignores the complexities of the racial experience in education for all groups.

The way researchers in higher education have framed the dynamic of race and college students does not allow policymakers, administrators, and academics to jettison the binary conceptualization of race. To further our understanding of the college student experience, higher education administrators and scholars must problematize the theoretical underpinnings of race-related studies and the way we initiate student services in collegiate environments. For AAPI students, the first step is to acknowledge and integrate the unique characteristics of this racial group.

**Implications for AAPI college student research and practice.** Higher education literature and practice can overcome these obstacles by making cases for why AAPI students may not fit traditional theoretical models of college student development (Kodama, McEwen, Liang, & Lee, 2002). Understanding the developmental processes is only one step in gaining insight into the experience of AAPI students. From research to practice, the following are a few recommendations for developing a better understanding of AAPI students and their needs:

- **Disaggregate and cross-tabulate data.** The recommendation for data disaggregation is not new. All stakeholders in education must understand the uniqueness and heterogeneity within the AAPI umbrella. Research should be based on more accurate data that reflect the demography of the AAPI student population. Issues such as immigration, varied socioeconomic backgrounds, and identity-related factors need to be further explored for each ethnic group. This approach will reveal how we can better serve and practice within our own institutions. There needs to be a concerted effort to create data by race, ethnicity, gender, and generational status.

- **Investigate new methods of research.** Research needs to address the lack of information about the experiences, support systems, policy needs, and priorities of the AAPI population. The responsibilities of creating new knowledge should go beyond the scope of researchers. Inquiry should be a collaborative process that involves the AAPI community, practitioners, and faculty, so the research can work toward practical and actionable solutions. More than not, we embrace research as a source of information disseminated by academics. Research and knowledge about AAPIs, or any racial group for that matter, is better understood when information is developed collaboratively and creatively.

Seeking richer data and integrating key players within higher education are among a myriad of strategies to further understand AAPI students. Concepts such as applying Critical Race Theory (Teranishi, Behringer, Grey, & Parker, 2009) and examining how other disciplines study AAPIs is also another theoretical avenue. As the population and demography of AAPIs continue to develop in the United States, understanding how these changes can shape student affairs work and the services provided is imperative. Further research, new ways of engaging with diverse students, and continual awareness about AAPI issues will benefit all stakeholders in higher education, as they will inform our practice and scholarly pursuits in further understanding the complexities of our students and campuses.
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How can the idea of a “scholar-practitioner” be useful in student affairs practice? This question is the main focus of this piece, which makes the important connection between research and assessment. Though in the “real world” research and assessment are not normally interconnected processes, I argue here that when combined, they can form an incredibly powerful way in which an organization can reflect and improve.

Erwin (1991) distinguishes between research and assessment in two ways: (1) “assessment guides good practice, while research guides theory development and test concepts” and (2) “assessment typically has implications for a single institution, while research typically has broader implications for student affairs and higher education” (cited by Schuh and Upcraft, 2001, p. 5). Though research is defined as exploring theories and testing concepts, research could also test the concept of “good practice” that

**Figure 1. Assessment Loop**

The model in Figure 1 is adapted from Maki’s (2004) assessment process description. Maki suggests starting with identifying outcomes. Next, evidence is gathered through various qualitative, quantitative, or mixed-method procedures. After the evidence is gathered, data are interpreted through analysis. Data analysis should be rigid and thorough when using more advanced procedures, but time constraints might limit the depth of the analysis. Change is then implemented in the organization, developed as a result of the data analysis. After this change is implemented, the

**Figure 2. Research Loop**

A similar process is represented in Figure 2 and depicts the way research (highly simplified) could work in student affairs. The research question is the central focus of the study. Various methods are used to try to answer the research question. Next, various data analysis methods are employed to help answer this question. Data analysis should be a function of the research question; there is no reason to use advanced analyses if doing so will not help answer the question. Finally, the research loop “ends” by using the research findings, either in one’s own research practice or by using previously completed studies with the current study to forward recommendations for practice or further research. Over time, new research questions emerge from the literature, and the loop begins anew.

For example, a career services center commits to addressing specific career-related student needs. The center believes that counselors are meeting these needs, but is unsure how students’ perceptions compare with counselors’ perceptions (research question). Students take an intake instrument to tell the counselor which career-related needs they have. The career counselors
create or use a survey based on career-related needs (linked to constructs in the research literature), and solicit students to take the survey immediately following appointments (gather data). The counselors fill out a checklist of the career-related needs they felt were covered in the appointment, and then this checklist is compared with the career-related needs survey and the intake instrument. Significant differences are highlighted and covered in the next appointment with the student (interpret data/use research findings). Over time, counselors can identify whether specific career-related needs are being addressed or whether new career-related needs emerge (new research questions).

Historically, research and assessment appear as two different “silos,” or two distinct and sometimes opposing initiatives. Palomba & Banta (1999) argue that research should be a part of comprehensive assessment endeavors. Figure 3 posits a new way of thinking about this relationship. Because both the assessment loop (Maki, 2004) and the research loop seem to follow similar logic, Figure 3 combines these two. The key point, as explained below, is where the loops meet.

Figure 3. The Research and Assessment Spiral

- Black line = “Assessment Loop”
- Gray line = “Research Loop”
- Note the areas where the lines meet
- The line going to the center—research and assessment—should always be tied back to the Student Affairs department mission.
- The expanding circles represent our expanding knowledge.

Assessment, over time, should lead to research questions. For instance, if one finds repeatedly that students are not achieving the purported outcomes from a particular student service or program, research should investigate why these students are not achieving said outcome. Once this question is researched and the findings are forwarded to the point of implementing change in practice, the new assessment inquiry (or outcome) focuses on assessing how well the implemented change is working. The relationship between research and assessment is made clear by applying theory to practice.

Similarly, a research study could guide the assessment of a student affairs office. In the career center example above, the career-related needs that are measured come from the research literature, and are applied to measure whether students’ needs are being met. Over time, if a particular career need is not being met, a research question might be raised about how counselors are teaching said career need, which could be a further area of research. This new way of teaching could then be implemented and assessed, and the loops could then connect.

In Figure 3, the line going to the center of the model represents the mission of the student affairs office or student affairs division. The model shows that research and assessment should be tied back to the mission; each assessment topic or outcome and each research question should be informed by the mission of the organization. In the career center example, the research and assessment inquiries about career needs are tied to their mission, defined as providing career-related needs services to students.

In sum, research and assessment are not separate and disparate endeavors, but are related and complementary. Assessment and research, when combined, can inform services by connecting to years of research and informing practice directly. Theory can be translated into practice, but the reverse relationship of practice translated into theory could also be an initiative. Findings in assessment could lead to new research directions, allowing student affairs services and programs to be more agile with emerging student populations. The idea of “scholar-practitioner” could be used in productive ways to advance student affairs as a field and create new knowledge for both practitioners and researchers.
Jen Day Shaw
Assistant Vice President and Dean of Students, University of Florida

Threat assessment or behavioral intervention teams have been commonly used in K–12 education since the Columbine shootings. The U.S. Secret Service and the U.S. Department of Education did extensive national research into school shootings and released Threat Assessment in Schools: A Guide to Managing Threatening Situations and to Creating Safe School Climates (available at http://www secretive.gov/ntac/ssi_guide.pdf). Since that time, the majority of higher education institutions have created processes designed to recognize those who may pose a danger to the campus community and procedures to mitigate that threat.

In a recent NASPA Region III presentation, Michael Mardis of the University of Louisville described a national survey done with collaborators Christian Gamm of Louisville and Dana Sullivan of Western Kentucky University. The survey was sent to 993 institutions and had an 18% response rate. Chief student affairs officers were asked the status of behavioral intervention teams on their campuses. Ninety-six percent of institutions reported having a behavioral intervention or threat assessment team. The vice president of student affairs or dean of students chaired 66.7% of the teams. The representatives most typically found on teams are the counseling center director, director of public safety, housing director, and student conduct officer. Internal and external training was provided for teams. Thirty-four percent of teams met twice a month; 31% met weekly. Seventy-nine percent of teams kept records of the meetings, while 94% kept records of the specific students discussed. The most frequently occurring responsibilities included the following:

- Making referrals for students in crisis (164)
- Assisting at-risk students (163)
- Sharing information among appropriate offices (167)
- Ensuring appropriate follow-through with students (154)
- Responding to a crisis that threatens the well-being of a student or students (153)
- Responding to student behavior that is disruptive to the university community (151)
- Keeping records on students considered “at risk” or who are in crisis (132)

The situations most frequently addressed included the following:

- Threats of violence to others (165)
- Emotional distress (158)
- Suicidal threats (156)
- Inappropriate communications (150)
- Classroom disruption (149)
- Stalking behaviors (146)

In addition, publicity campaigns and outreach presentations are commonplace. One of the resources that has been used extensively on many campuses is the manila folder of emergency tips originally developed by the University of Central Florida (see http://osc.sdes.ucf.edu/docs/Faculty%20911%20Guide/BinderFaculty911Combined.pdf or http://www.ufsu.ufl.edu/publications/docs/HelpingStudentsinDistress2010Guide.pdf).

Information is gathered from a variety of sources, including police reports; social media; regular media; and e-mails, phone calls, and visits from faculty, staff, families, and other students. Team members immediately begin to gather information about the person of concern. The first question is always, Is danger imminent? If so, the university or local police take the lead in addressing the situation. If danger is not imminent but possible, the team focuses on gathering information that will be of help in determining ways to mitigate the possibility of danger. Based on the Secret Service model, questions to be asked include—

1. Facts that drew attention to the situation.
2. Information about the person making the threat(s).
3. Target(s).
4. What are the motive(s) and goal?
5. Has communicated ideas or intent?
6. Has inappropriate interest?
7. Has engaged in attack-type behavior?
8. Has a capacity to carry out an attack?
9. Is experiencing hopelessness/despair?
10. Has a trusting relationship with at least one adult?
11. Sees violence as an acceptable resolution?
12. Story consistent with actions?
13. Are other people concerned?
14. What circumstances might affect the likelihood of an attack?
15. Previous contact with police?
16. Criminal history?
17. Mental health history?
18. Alcohol/drug use?
19. Familiar with weapons?

This information is gathered in a variety of ways, such as interviews, social media, and police reports. Depending on the potential seriousness of the threat, the team may be making decisions as further information is gathered. For example, campuses may choose to interim suspend a student based on his or her behavior pending conduct charges. In many cases, the individual of concern is contacted and a success plan is derived. Compliance with the success plan (which might include counseling, a reduced course load, assessment, registration with the disability services office, or scheduled contact with a campus support person) might cause the institution to allow continued enrollment and attendance while continuing to gather facts.

During the team meeting, the various offices represented often bring different perspectives on how to handle issues. There is a continuum from individual focused (where the well-being of the individual of concern and his or her continued enrollment is paramount) to community focused (where the safety of the community is paramount and restrictions on attendance/continuance as a student are more likely). The multidisciplinary team is ideal in that members bring different areas of expertise and resources to bear, and their consensus tends to be a...
as a constant pull between the privacy of the student and the need to ensure that affected community members are aware of the situation for their own safety.

In Brett’s case, the headbanging and moaning were a result of the migraines caused by his new medication, and the Facebook post was talking about quitting a difficult job and taking his friends with him to a new place of employment. But the scenario could easily have been something decidedly more dangerous.

The following are hot topics in recent NASPA and other association presentations and discussions with regard to behavioral intervention or threat assessment teams:

1. Training: Many for-profit groups are widely advertising training. What is needed? Who is qualified to provide training? What are the different models? What can be done in-house and inexpensively?
3. Record keeping/communication among members
4. Do you market the team? The service?
5. Are case managers necessary? What is an appropriate background?
6. How do you handle delusional students?
7. Are cases ever really closed?

The Campus Safety Knowledge Community will continue to post information about campus safety related situations and resources to assist you on our website at http://www.naspa.org/kc/cskc/default.cfm. Please contact any member of the leadership team with suggestions or additions to the site.
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approaches, techniques, and initiatives can demonstrate that an institution stands behind a commitment to accessible multicultural education. This is important, because even with highly competent disability support staff developing functional relationships across campus, there are some situations in which accommodation simply falls short. In some situations, such as the use of inaccessible textbook companion sites, even the very best accommodation process will be unable to meet the needs of the individual and will therefore be unable to meet the needs of the institution.

The idea that an institution is not meeting its own needs when it fails to meet the needs of its end users is critical. Many institutions talk about diversity as a priority, and make promises to meet the needs of diverse populations, but the truth is that all institutions receiving federal funds already have an obligation to do so, at least when it comes to the population of individuals who experience documented disability.

The Benefits of Good Design
The kinds of simple design considerations that help to ensure equal access to individuals with disabilities also afford greater usability for all, improving the situation for a wider range of people. This concept is often referred to as Universal Design, and it can be applied to the design of physical or online spaces, as well as to the construction of objects and experiences. It is the idea that in order to meet a wide range of user needs, we must anticipate a wide range of user needs, we must develop the institutional capacity to ensure accessibility (National Center on Disability and Access to Education, 2011).

When websites, course companion sites, online documents, movies, and forms are created well, we all benefit. We enjoy the flexibility of being able to use different browsers, mobile devices, and a variety of input and output methods. We access the information or service for which we came and go about our business. It is only when a site will not function properly that we become aware of its design flaws.

The Barriers
Unfortunately, as noted in a recent study by WebAIM, the vast majority of higher education sites do not comply with established standards, and thus will not function properly when accessed with the technology many people rely on (Whiting, 2008). It is a shame that we offer web products that are difficult to navigate and fragile, and only behave well in ideal conditions.

Normally, when a person encounters a barrier on the basis of disability, we use the accommodation process; however, in the case of online materials that are available at any time and from anywhere, we are extremely hard pressed to ensure effective accommodation in a timely manner. The accommodation process was built to address barriers in brick-and-mortar environments. When we have virtual classrooms with content that is shared from multiple sources in asynchronous delivery, we simply cannot use traditional methods. Instead, we must develop the institutional capacity to ensure accessibility (National Center on Disability and Access to Education, 2011).

If all other students in a course are able to access materials instantly whenever they have spare moments (as is often the case for students enrolled in hybrid or distance education), then we have to make sure that individuals who access content through mobile devices, Braille displays, screen readers, older technology, newer technology, and assistive technology all have reasonable options. This is relatively straightforward if the content is designed to meet standards (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, 2011). If, however, the content is rigid and inaccessible, our options are few and poor. We cannot “fix” someone else’s online information with the accommodation process. Our leverage is at the point of purchase or the point of production.

Understanding Our Obligation and Working Proactively
It is important to realize that even though we have had accommodation obligations in place for decades, recent court cases and guiding documents from the Department of Justice have helped to highlight the importance of accessible technologies (Department of Education, 2011; Rowland, 2010). Online accessibility is simply not a situation that can be addressed through disability support alone. Working strategically to understand the needs as well as the gaps is vital. Increasing awareness, developing policies, and implementing best practices is the only way we will meet the needs of our students, and thus the only way we will meet our own needs.
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Affecting fraternity/sorority culture change on campus is almost always on the minds of university administrations. Although many fraternity/sorority chapters at least strive to live their espoused values of scholarship, service, and philanthropy, a sizeable number of chapters do not, and as a consequence they draw a great deal of negative attention to themselves, the fraternity/sorority community, and the host institution. Bringing about culture change within these groups is not easy.

Administrators, from the front-line Greek Life advisor up through the senior student affairs officer, must understand the concepts of culture as well as organizational/cultural change in order to develop and drive a suitable change plan. The optimal way to manage a fraternity/sorority system is through a four-way partnership among (1) the Greek Life Office (representing and coordinating all areas of the host institution); (2) the headquarters staff and officers for all campus chapters affiliated with a national or international organization; (3) alumni/ae volunteers and advisors who work with the chapters directly; and (4) the students who lead the system and the individual chapters.

Kuh and Whitt (1988) defined culture(s) in higher education as “the collective, mutually shaping patterns of norms, values, practices, beliefs, and assumptions that guide the behavior of individuals and groups in an institute of higher education and provide a frame of reference within which to interpret the meaning of events and actions on and off campus” (p. 12).

Keeping in mind that organizational/cultural change must be rooted within the values and norms of the culture itself, and using Kotter’s (1996) model for organizational change, eight linear steps are necessary to effect culture change. Kotter’s work, while originally developed for a business environment, has become one of the more universally used models for organizational change.

The first step is to establish a sense of urgency. This urgency may come from an institutional requirement, from a sense of competition and survival, or from students openly discussing factors in their fraternity experience, but stakeholders within the culture must realize that a need for significant change is paramount.

Building a guiding coalition involves enrolling individuals of influence within the culture to support the urgency and plan for change, so that those who step forward with the proposal for change have at least some grassroots support from the beginning. Whenever possible, it is also advisable to include representatives of the four-way partnership discussed earlier.

Next is to develop a change vision and strategy to bring that vision to reality. The vision must be clear, compelling, specific, and understandable enough that it can be mutual and supported by a growing percentage of those within the culture. People support what they create, so it often helps to include those within the guiding coalition and the influential representatives of the various stakeholders of the fraternity/sorority community. A higher level of collaborative support for the vision and change strategy will make broad-based support for the initiative more likely. It also helps if those composing the plan can employ the SMART goals concept (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time-Oriented), giving the action plan all of the elements necessary for constituents to understand and support it.

Kotter’s (1996) next step is to communicate the vision, strategy, and action plan to all constituents. The more compelling the vision and the more convincing the action plan, the more likely that students, alumni, faculty, staff, and national and international headquarters members will appreciate and support the initiative. Organizational/cultural change is difficult enough without having to fight an uphill battle with stakeholders.

Empowering broad-based action and involvement not only distributes the workload but also provides for expanded numbers, intensity of investment, and overall involvement as the action plan begins to take shape. As the initiative moves forward, it will be important to generate short-term wins. Building momentum toward the tipping point is much like pushing a car uphill. Recognizing these small initial wins not only provides support and energy to the various factions bringing the plan to reality but also fuels the fires of momentum for the overall initiative.

Consolidating wins and producing more change and momentum is the next step in the logical progression of the model. Those actively involved in driving the change gain more excitement and confidence, and the cynics who have lagged behind, and those may have lost steam earlier, begin to buy in.

The final step is the most important; if left unattended, it results in backsliding and an unsuccessful change effort. It is imperative that all of the change efforts and the “new” culture be grounded within the existing culture. That may take shape through amending policies and procedures, changing recruitment and indoctrination education, shifting systems for punishment and rewards, altering awards programs, and changing the training for student leaders and alumni/ae advisors. Without these efforts to help cement the changes for the future, regression is almost always certain.

When applying Kotter’s (1996) model, a few other tips need to be considered. Culture change is a slow, tedious process, which is why supporting the short-term wins and advocating for continued change is important. Those who are driving the change need to understand and be prepared for a lengthy but worthwhile process. Institutional provision for consistent drive within this process is key to success. Moreover, students need consistent messages from multiple directions to realize that the change is inevitable, that ambiguity is an inevitable but temporary state, that positive change is attainable, and the benefits will outweigh the efforts required to change.
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GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER ISSUES KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY
When Black + Gay + Male + Collegians ≠ Black Gay Male Collegians: Implications for Educators
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Recently, we presented a session at the 2011 NASPA/ACPA Conference on College Men: Masculinities in Higher Education, held at Indiana University Purdue University, Indianapolis (IUPUI). The session was designed to present findings from our recent studies of Black gay male undergraduates (BGMUs), thereby identifying implications for college student educators. In this brief article, we highlight several key findings from our session and selected recommendations for improving educational practice.

Summary of the Study
This multiyear, multicampus qualitative study is part of a larger research program focusing on the experiences of lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) students of color in collegiate settings. Generally speaking, the study adopts a phenomenological approach to understanding the essence of LGB students’ college experiences. Using one-on-one and group interviews, along with data collected through observation, demographic data forms, and field notes, the research team employed a constant comparison method to identify themes that reflect the essence of BGMUs’ academic and social experiences. For more information about the larger study, Strayhorn, Blakewood, and DeVita (2010), and Strayhorn and Mullins (2011).

Major Findings
Several major findings were identified in the larger study, although not all could be shared in our 60-minute presentation at the Conference on College Men; thus, three are discussed here.

First, all participants expressed an expectation to “come out” during their undergraduate years in college; many viewed college as an opportunity to “express themselves freely” and to make connections with others who identify as GLBT (gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgender), particularly other gay men. Despite their initial expectations, more than half of our participants expressed frustration with college—they were not making as many new “Black gay male” friends as they had hoped, and the college environment was not always welcoming for those who identified as gay, which leads our second major finding.

Many participants reported fairly frequent encounters with harassment and discrimination on campus; incidents ranged from verbal insults to threats of physical violence (often from same-race and/or male roommates), from “being followed” to personal property damage. Enduring such insults and negative experiences can take its toll on an individual; thus, it may be unsurprising, yet certainly alarming, that 100% of our participants reported having contemplated suicide or making at least one serious attempt since entering college.

Third, participants reported having difficulty establishing meaningful friendships with Black men and satisfying romantic relationships in college; lacking substantive connections with men to whom they could relate had an effect on their perceived sense of belonging on campus. Several of our participants talked about “not fitting in,” feeling isolated or lonely at times, or “thought seriously about leaving college” as a result. As we shared during our presentation, these findings have significant implications for educational practice.

Implications for Practice
From this study, a number of implications for practice should be noted. Recall that BGMUs expressed an expectation to “come out” during their undergraduate years—college seemed to offer them an opportunity to be themselves freely. Yet, many of our participants’ experiences in college did not live up to their initial expectations; college was fairly unwelcoming and at times unsafe for them. Given the importance of “coming out” to healthy gay identity development, according to prevailing models (Cass, 1984), and that safety is a basic human need (Maslow, 1962), we urge student affairs practitioners to consider these results when working with GLBT students or BGMUs. Crafting experiences that allow students to explore their racial and sexual identities, or the intersection of both, is important for student development. Beyond this, validating the complex issues these students face and providing moments for reflection and contextualizing their sense of self will likely aid students in defining their core self. Campus policies and practices, however, must engender safe, welcoming, and supportive environment for GLBT students as they work to understand themselves and their various identities in a society where racism and homophobia are near-permanent fixtures.

Student affairs professionals play a critical role in constructing effective mechanisms for students to explore their intersecting identities. Specifically, a few participants highlighted affirming housing professionals and resident advisors as sources for support (Strayhorn & Mullins, 2011). However, supporting BGMUs extends far beyond the residence halls and may require a division-wide effort to enact policies and practices that will acknowledge the challenges BGMUs and other GLBT students face and propose lasting approaches to meet their needs. For instance, deans of students or those responsible for resident assistant (RA) training might invite counseling center staff to participate in RA training by offering a workshop on helping GLBT residents deal with harassment and depression. Directors of campus counseling centers might actively recruit staff members who have demonstrated prior experience in working successfully with GLBT students or BGMUs. Such
staff could be encouraged to offer workshops or group sessions for students wrestling with identity issues, coming out, or establishing relationships with significant others. Last, student organization advisors may consider the relevance of incorporating dialogues into their officer orientation trainings that address issues of difference, and specifically the challenges marginalized populations face.

This study raises a number of implicit considerations for future research and inquiry. Presently, researchers are exploring the tip of the intersectional iceberg, and additional research is sorely needed. Investigating different campus environments beyond predominantly White institutions will provide a wealth of insight into how BGMUs construct their identities in other campus contexts, such as historically Black colleges. In addition, more research is needed to identify the increased psychological pressures that BGMUs shoulder and how educators can best support their needs. Introggating the needs of this population from multiple theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches will add to our knowledge, thereby improving student affairs professionals’ ability to support students’ success.
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Healthy Communities occur when universities provide opportunities to be active; when air and water are clean; infrastructure provide opportunities to exercise, eat well, and seek preventive health services. Meeting basic needs and creating a healthy campus climate through policy and a built environment can move student populations toward health-enhancing and risk-reducing behaviors and lay a foundation for lifelong wellness.

Wellness is the optimal state of health of individuals and groups. There are two focal concerns: the realization of the fullest potential of an individual physically, psychologically, socially, spiritually and economically, and the fulfillment of one’s role expectations in the family, community, place of worship, workplace and other settings. (Smith, Tang, & Nutbeam, 2006, p. 344).

The NPS views wellness as individuals’ realization and fulfillment of their potential and role in care of self. The strategy states that students who are healthy and fit are ready to learn. Faculty, staff, and students with optimal wellness take fewer sick days, are more successful, and ultimately strengthen the economy.

Campus Actions to Improve Health
Preventing disease and enhancing wellness requires a systemic approach. Healthy communities occur when housing is safe, quiet, and affordable; when transportation and community infrastructure provide opportunities to be active; when air and water are clean; when universities provide opportunities to move and play; and when campuses plan spaces for rest and reflection. When all societal (e.g., housing, transportation, labor, education) and campus (e.g., housing, planning, recreation, transportation) settings promote prevention-oriented environments and policies, they all contribute to health.

It is generally accepted among student affairs and health professionals that there is a correlation among students’ health, academic achievement, and completion of a degree (NASPA, 2004). Learning is highly correlated with health. Yet, beyond exercise, nutrition, and sleep, less is known about the specifics of health that influence student success. The American College Health Association’s National College Health Assessment surveyed more than 95,700 students in 2010 (American College Health Association, 2010). Students reported academic impediments as stress (27.4%), sleep difficulties (20%), anxiety (18.3%), and colds (18%). These are complex conditions that are not explained by a traditional disease model. These top health impediments to academic success may be understood within the following four Strategic Directions of the NPS:

1. Healthy and Safe Community Environments: Create, sustain, and recognize communities that promote health and wellness through prevention.
2. Empowered People: Support people in making healthy choices.
4. Clinical and Community Preventive Health Care Services: Ensure that prevention-focused health care and community prevention efforts are available, integrated, and mutually reinforcing.

Within this framework, the NPS priorities provide evidence-based recommendations that are most likely to reduce the burden of the leading causes of preventable death and major illness. The seven priorities are:

1. Tobacco-free living
2. Preventing drug abuse and excessive alcohol use
3. Healthy eating
4. Active living
5. Injury and violence–free living
6. Reproductive and sexual health
7. Mental and emotional well-being

The NPS focuses on the most effective means for improving health. The questions using the four Strategic Directions are:

1. What is happening on your campus to (1) strengthen community; (2) create environments to empower people; (3) create policy for equity; and (4) reorient health services toward prevention in these seven priority areas? Does your campus have evidence-based data?
2. Assuming that your campus has worked diligently for decades to educate students about health, are current strategies more systemic and action oriented than simply providing information?

Moving Forward on the College Campus
The NPS and Healthy People 2020 provide a strategy for campus wellness, health promotion, and prevention strategies. Intentional and collaborative partnerships with all sectors in the campus community are required for a health and wellness strategy to thrive. We can work together to implement an ecological approach. We recommend collaboration in prevention for the enhanced well-being of student populations.
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Over the past decade, the growth of the student affairs profession has continued as its visibility has increased since the establishment of organizations such as in 1918, when Robert Rienow and Thomas Arkle Clark began the conversation and its formal meeting in January 1919. What has emerged is an international organization of up to 14,000 members representing diverse countries, backgrounds, and interests. It is important to acknowledge the starting point in the growth of student affairs as a profession and organizations like NASPA that have become the foundational support of professionals in their own growth and development.

The Indigenous student affairs profession is diverse as the student affairs profession itself. The duties, communities, and students that are served vary by surrounding tribal nations, region, state, and institution. One commonality is that Indigenous student affairs professionals are responsible not only for serving the Indigenous students at their respective institutions, but also for maintaining good relationships with the families and tribal communities that the students represent. For Indigenous students to be successful, it is important that they have close ties to their family and tribal communities and that there is a strong Indigenous community for them on campus, whether through Native American student organizations, student affairs offices, or culture centers (Austin, 2005; Guillory & Wolverton, 2008; Lowe, 2005; Shotton, Yellowfish, & Cintrón, 2010).

Indigenous student affairs professionals must balance serving current Indigenous students, their families, and communities; recruiting and fostering relationships with future Indigenous students and tribal colleges; and advocating for Indigenous students, faculty, and staff on the campus. The Indigenous student affairs profession can be overwhelming, but at the same time it is rewarding to see students succeed, graduate, and work within their communities or move on to graduate/professional school.

Acknowledging these responsibilities and duties of the Indigenous student affairs professional, support networks have emerged, such as the Indigenous Knowledge People’s Knowledge Community (IPKC) in NASPA and the Native American Network (NAN) in the American College Personnel Association. Each community of Indigenous student affairs professionals works to be advocates for colleagues and current Indigenous students in higher education and as a voice within the larger student affairs organization. The visibility that IPKC has gained in NASPA has grown since its inception 6 years ago. Currently, IPKC has been visible by ensuring that the opening of the NASPA Annual Conference acknowledges the Indigenous peoples of that community, hosting preconference institutes, and recommending and sponsoring Indigenous keynotes at the NASPA Multicultural Institute. There has also been a partnership between IPKC and NAN to host an annual joint meeting.
of Indigenous student affairs professionals alongside this annual meeting, hosting a 1-day conference highlighting the expertise and knowledge of the Indigenous student affairs professionals in attendance. In this partnership, some IPKC and NAN members have developed an edited book titled Beyond the Asterisk: Understanding Native Students in Higher Education (Lowe, Shotton, & Waterman, in press) which promotes the diverse perspectives and voices of those who serve Indigenous students in higher education. The book is expected to be published in spring 2012.

In addition to these two important support networks, other national organizations promote the advancement of Indigenous students in higher education. The idea of unifying Native or Indigenous higher education through a joint meeting was realized this past January, when several organizations and groups converged, including the IPKC, NAN, the National Indian Education Association, the National Institute for Native Leadership in Higher Education, the National Academic Advising Association, Native American and Tribal College Interest Group, the American Indian Graduate Center, the Native Delegation at the National Conference on Race and Ethnicity, and the Tribal Education Departments National Assembly. This meeting discussed the pressing needs of Indigenous students in higher education and how these organizations can promote the visibility and advocacy of the students they serve, in addition to discussing the Indigenous student affairs profession itself. Common issues that were identified for Indigenous students were financial support, college preparation, tribal/university relationships, identity development, support, and acknowledgment of Indigenous heritage. To promote visibility and growth of Indigenous student affairs and advocacy for Indigenous students in higher education, subsequent meetings have been planned to continue the discussion and to work on action items.

There is a movement in Indigenous student affairs and in higher education, and IPKC acknowledges the need to build a strong community nationally that will enable general student affairs professionals and higher education institutions to understand the cultural values and strengths that our Indigenous students bring to campus, including their families and tribal communities. We are at a pivotal time in the Indigenous student affairs profession when we must advance, mentor, and foster growth of future Indigenous student affairs professionals while serving the changing face of Indigenous students in higher education.
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Introduction

Trends are showing tremendous growth in state institutions’ enrollment of international students in undergraduate and graduate programs in recent years (Hu, 2011; Martin & Choudaha, 2010). Especially in this time of fiscal uncertainty, state institutions are welcoming a new wave of not only out-of-state, but specifically international admits (Hu, 2011). With these numbers on the rise, it is critical that we begin to delve further into the study of our institutional support structures for international students. This paper introduces some of the issues around the influx and their implications for higher education institutions and then offers suggestions to administrators to accommodate the boost in enrollment and address potential implications.

Despite the ongoing debate on the status of American education and the concerns over its decline, thousands of international students are flocking to the United States each year in search of higher learning. As the U.S. dollar has weakened in recent years, the attractiveness of seeking educational and economic opportunities in the United States is on the rise. In India and China, the number of undergraduate students has increased so rapidly that it has surpassed their own countries’ capacity to provide them with opportunities for employment, thus pushing them to look to the United States to pursue higher education and job opportunities (Martin & Choudaha, 2010).

Moreover, recent studies show that in light of the current economic downturn, institutions in California and Washington have even openly “declared intention to boost their bottom lines with more out-of-state students” (Hu, 2011, p. 1). Similarly, the University of Colorado, Boulder—a historically welcoming institution for out-of-state students—has taken advantage of a recent law that allows it to enroll more of them, thus bringing in more international students (Hu, 2011).

Trend Implications

In past decades, the overall enrollment of U.S. colleges and universities has been on the rise, resulting from such factors as increased wealth and broadened access (Thelin, 2004). As the number of individuals seeking education increases, so does the workload for those in student support roles. Undoubtedly, any influx in enrollment will make further demands of existing personnel. To exacerbate this situation, international students traditionally require more accommodations, services, and support than domestic students, as they bring with them more complex issues when they enroll in a U.S. institution. With the growing...
influx of international students, there will be a growing need for student support staff to accommodate them. Another implication of the rise in international enrollments is the tendency toward cultural exclusivity on campus among internationals rather than full immersion into the mainstream student population and local culture. Pandit and Alderman (2004) argue that while these students play a substantial role in contributing to the multiculturalism and diversity of campuses, there is often “too little intermingling and socialization between international students and American born students” (p. 127). Rather, international students often tend to gravitate to a familiar nationality/culture and language (Badke, 2003). Especially while outside of the classroom, these students are reducing their exposure to the culture and language of their surroundings. While this tendency is understandable, Badke (2003) also argues that these students are likely speaking their native languages rather than English. Even if international students have a decent grasp of written and formal spoken English, finding continued comfort in cultural exclusivity and speaking a familiar language hinders their proficiency in speaking the everyday English used among domestic students and in the classroom.

**Suggestions**

To address these issues, the authors would like to pose the following suggestions. First, to relieve the strain on staff caused by this influx of international students, institutions should plan to hire more international student support personnel. Particularly, institutions will need to increase support in admissions and enrollment; offices for international student services; housing; student involvement offices; and academic advising offices. Another possible solution is to recruit student volunteers. This solution addresses two of the issues facing institutions. Not only does volunteerism ease budget constraints, it also creates immediate opportunities for cultural interaction among U.S.-born and international students. The incorporation of student volunteers into the support structure may help put incoming internationals at ease by giving them an institutional contact closer to their age.

Second, to better integrate international students into the student body and afford them the much-needed opportunity to fully immerse themselves into the local culture, institutions should require first-year internationals to live in residence halls occupied by a diverse student population, rather than giving them an option to reside exclusively with other internationals. This solution is not designed to completely sever ties nor discourage interactions with familiar cultures. Rather, it will compel international students to step out of their comfort zones to live amicably among the general student population, to strive to communicate better in English, and to gain experience with interacting among diverse cultures. This suggestion not only provides a mechanism to foster cultural enrichment, but also, and perhaps most important, it prepares students for their future in the diverse workplace of the 21st century.

To further assist with cultural immersion, student support services may implement a student ambassadorship or mentorship program whereby international students are immediately assigned a domestic volunteer to assist with transitions to their new institution. Ambassadors would be able to guide internationals through class scheduling, campus tours, and introductions with other students and key campus representatives. This will not only ease the frustrations of transition to any college or university, but also require the new student to immediately converse with a predominantly English-speaking individual.

To supplement the suggested living arrangements and the assignment of an ambassador, the authors suggest that administrators enlist support for these initiatives in academic affairs. International students will benefit from interacting with domestic students both inside and outside the classroom. To reinforce this interaction, instructors can engage these students, who may otherwise shy away due to discomfort, and ensure that all required out-of-class group projects and in-class discussion groups have a diverse population. Professors can easily manipulate the makeup of groups without offense by assigning groups for large projects and by counting off group numbers for in-class discussion groups.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Although these are only suggestions based on the issues presented in the literature, more research into the issues and lasting implications for students as well as institutions will prove helpful for practitioners. First, it would be beneficial to develop a study that explores precisely what issues internationals are facing at U.S. institutions to determine where student affairs services and practice can be improved or made more accommodating. Second, a deeper look at what support structure mechanisms are already in place to respond to the issues presented in this paper, as well as other issues that are surfacing as a result of increased international enrollment. Third, if specific examples are found that address the concerns of personnel capacity as well as cultural immersion, assessment of their effectiveness will be greatly beneficial for senior-level decision making. Last, it would be very helpful to senior-level leadership to know the reactions of subsequent employers (workforce) or academic advisors (graduate school) to international students’ overall preparation for the interactive skills required in a diverse environment.
With the number of international students on the rise, there will undoubtedly be issues to address. Classroom and residential capacities will not be the only concerns in ensuring an adequate student support structure. It will be imperative to have enough personnel to support this new and welcome growth as well as to have policies in place to encourage, if not require, meaningful cultural integration of international students as they pursue higher education in the United States.

Further, it will be critical that the mission to immerse international students in U.S. culture not be housed solely within the student affairs model. Rather, it should be a priority for senior student affairs personnel to collaborate with academic affairs leadership on efforts to fully prepare international students for their next endeavors by promoting cultural immersion, language proficiency, and group interaction skills.
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Between 2000 and 2006, the Latina/o population increased by 25.8% (Pew Hispanic Center, 2008). During that same period, however, the percentage of Latinas/os over the age of 25 with at least a college degree increased by only 6.1%. The non-Hispanic White population grew only by 1.9%, but the percentage of those with at least a college degree increased by 6.1% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007). Although the Hispanic population enjoyed a large percentage of growth during the 1990s, the paltry increase of Hispanics over the age of 25 with at least a college degree indicates that although Hispanics enter colleges and universities at rates comparable to Whites, their rates of completion are significantly lower (Fry, 2002, 2004). In addition, Latinas/os generally attend less selective or open-door institutions, enroll in community colleges and as part-time students, and enroll in graduate school at the lowest rates of any racial/ethnic group (Fry, 2002, 2004; Solórzano, Rivas, & Velez, 2005). In the fall of 2006, Latinas/os who entered graduate school represented only 12% of the students enrolled in engineering, physical science, and biological science programs, yet represented 47% of the graduate student population in education and business1 (Council of Graduate Schools, 2008). Unless solutions are created that assess and repair educational pathways at individual, institutional, and societal levels, countless Latinas/os will continue to drop out of high school, leave college before completion, and depart from graduate and doctoral programs. It is essential to develop mentoring programs focused on Latina/o undergraduates and graduate students. The NASPA Latina/o Knowledge Community is dedicated to creating mentoring environments with undergraduate and graduate students, among professional administrators, and with faculty.

Two NASPA Latina/o Knowledge Community members shared their experiences as members of the NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program at the University of New Mexico in a recent edition of the LKC e-magazine La Voz (Ramirez & Mendiaz Rivera, 2011). Their example provides a perspective to mentoring that illustrates intentionality and care. Several mentoring theories have informed their mentorship, which has inspired many of the students they mentor to consider graduate school. Their mentoring relationships are
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1 African Americans, Native Americans, and Whites represent 8%, 12%, and 16% of graduate students, respectively, in engineering, physical science, and biological science programs.
based on the work of Moran, Cooper, López, and Goza (2009), who recommend developing mentoring programs between individuals who may be one step ahead of their peers because students learn more from their interactions with slightly more experienced peers than from significantly older individuals. In addition, when mentoring is focused on completing culturally relevant tasks, the students who are mentored gradually become more skilled within family, school, and community settings. Because Ramirez and Mendiaz Rivera focused much of their mentorship on building aspirations for graduate school, they also utilized the work of Luna and Prieto (2009), who contend that mentors can help students develop student and faculty networks, lessen anxiety by familiarizing students with the ins and outs of graduate school, encourage students to believe in themselves, and transform their identities as academics.

Ramirez and Mendiaz Rivera offer several recommendations for mentoring Latina/o undergraduates:
1. Provide more mentoring programs for Latina/o students that allow them to connect with Latina/o peers in undergraduate and graduate school.
2. Provide more opportunities for Latina/o students to develop mentoring relationships with Latina/o faculty and staff.
3. Encourage and support informal peer mentoring among Latina/o students and with other students of color. This can be done in student clubs, academic departments, and student support programs.
4. Start early with mentoring programs for Latina/o students, such as the NASPA Undergraduate Fellows Program, that explore graduate and professional school as a possible path.
5. Support culturally relevant programming that includes Latina/o parents and families and especially that creates a welcoming atmosphere for them on campus.

Developing culturally responsive mentoring programs for students, administrators, and faculty is a key aspect of retention at all levels, and can certainly make a difference for Latina/o communities.
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services is due to men being raised to not clearly state or negotiate dependency needs. In effect, society teaches men to be independent and subscribe to a “go it alone” attitude. This societal dilemma then becomes a challenge for student affairs professionals in getting male students to seek out services or engage in cocurricular activities. Thus, the question must be asked: How do we engage men on our campuses to see their lives through a gendered lens beyond sexual violence prevention programming? Answers are not easy or simple. In fact, they can be convoluted and multifaceted. They can be laced with political traps and bureaucratic pitfalls. The task does not solely fall on the staff of women’s or gender studies centers, either. It is a task that all departments in all divisions can and should be addressing. We offer a few examples of how different student affairs departments can provide workshops and programming for men, in order to resolve some of the issues facing men’s gendered lives.

**Residence Life:** Train your professional and paraprofessional staff on issues of gender, especially issues with which college men struggle. This would be a great place to begin working with gender identity development theory.

**Multicultural/Diversity Centers:** Sponsor a speaker who will motivate your student body to consider the intricacies of navigating gender as men and men of color.

**Women’s Centers:** Begin a discussion group for men to explore what it means to identify as a man. This group may or may not be hosted by men, and it may or may not be open exclusively to men.

**Counseling Centers:** Host a documentary/workshop series based on gender issues and engage participants in a conversation after each screening/presentation to explore the issues as they relate to men and masculinities.

**Health Centers:** Sponsor a marketing campaign about the positive outcomes of men engaging in help-seeking behaviors, proper exercise, and male body image.

**LGBT Centers:** Host a workshop or presenter that explores the intersections of sexual orientation and masculinities, like the discrimination of gay men regarding their gender performance.

It is our hope and desire that this article inspires you to begin the dialogue on your campus about the issues that collegiate men are struggling with.

---
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On the modern campus, learning opportunities abound for students both in and outside the classroom. But such opportunities are of little use if students do not take advantage of them. With the increasing numbers of college students who identify as biracial or multiracial, it is imperative that we ensure that the opportunities we offer are inclusive and welcoming to this growing demographic. Multiracial students often speak of having a foot in two or more worlds, of having to “choose” how they identify. According to Chapman (2004, p. 3), “although individuals may perceive their identity as being whole, society and even family perceive their identity as being dual, in many situations forcing biracial individuals to choose.” This intersection of multiple races or cultural identities can be challenging for students, and may be compounded if we are not using language or appropriate frameworks to let students know their “whole selves” are welcome.

From Renn’s (2004) Ecological Theory of Mixed-Race Identity Development model, we come to understand that there are many influences on mixed-race individuals. Space and peer culture are two large influences. According to Renn, students are “influenced by the extent to which they found places where they saw themselves fitting in” (Evans, Forney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 2010, p. 296). Keeping these premises in mind when evaluating our programming, how do we ensure that students will feel comfortable and feel they will fit in? What can we do as student affairs professionals to ensure that our campuses and programs are as open as they can be to multiracial individuals?

By trying to think, plan, and become more inclusive of multiracial students, we are reminded of two things. First, Jones and McEwen (2000) created a Model of Multiple Dimensions of Identity to help us understand the relationship between a student’s “personal and socially constructed identities” (Evans, 2010, p. 245). Second, “the intersection of multiple identities is a socially constructed, contextual phenomenon enacted in everyday life that motivates action to create a more equitable society” (Evans, 2010, p. 244). To best serve our students, we must keep such theoretical frameworks and goals in mind to help shape our current work.

As co-chairs for the 2012 Power of One Conference, a NASPA Region V annual student leadership conference designed to empower student leaders/advisors who identify on the LGBTQIAAP (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning, Intersex, Asexual, Allies and Pansexual) spectrum or work with related organizations and resources, we realized that the issue of “intersection” or “conflux” not only encompasses racial identity for multiracial students, but may be an issue for any facet of their identity. By applying the ideas of Jones & McEwen (2010), we began to realize that the issues we were addressing to make programs and resources more accessible and inclusive to multiracial students could also be used for other intersections of identity.

Keeping in mind our desire to be intentional around the issues of intersecting identities, we made specific decisions regarding the committee and conference. To be most inclusive of multiple voices and points of view, we chose to be deliberate with regard to those involved in the planning committee, as well as those speaking or presenting at the conference. However, no matter how mindful we try to be, there is always a chance that we may not support an individual’s identity on the basis of our own perspectives and experiences. To counter this possibility, we want to include representatives from other social identity-based Knowledge Communities within our region. Our desire is to have members from social identity-based Knowledge Communities who attend the conference lead roundtable discussions that focus on the “layering” or “intersection” of race, gender, socioeconomic status, age, and the like. Additionally, the programming chair is
performing targeted outreach with our call for programs by soliciting workshops and sessions from individuals within the region who we know identify with or feel able to discuss multiple identities.

Finally, as the pinnacle of visibility for the conference, it is important for us to have speakers who will bring a unique perspective and view on the issues of multiple facets of identity. This year’s keynote speaker is Andrew Jolivette, a self-identified gay Creole man, and our main entertainment for the conference is D’Lo, a Sri Lankan transgender man. D’Lo will be sharing his personal stories through music, comedy, and poetry. Our speakers cross multiple intersections of identity and will be able to discuss and share their experiences with the conference attendees. We hope that both speakers can help participants connect with one another and spark conversations to allow us to “play in the intersections of identity” (Accapadi, personal communication, 2009).

When we began to plan this conference, we wondered if including the intersection of multiple identities would make the process longer and more difficult. Instead, we were surprised by the ease of adding intersecting identities. This experience has given us, as conference cochairs and student affairs practitioners, a new perspective on programming and the opportunity to be more inclusive for our participants. Through successful programs like the Power of One, we hope to show that being mindful of biracial and multiracial students, and the intersection of identities, does not have to be a burden. In fact, this form of programming continues to assist student development and the development of the profession as a whole. ■
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professional staff as well. Working at a university there are countless demands on your time, not only daytime meetings and student interactions, but also all the evening programming that students want you to attend. The bottom line is that if you want your students and colleagues to maintain a healthy work-life balance, you need to model that behavior (and not fall into the trap of “do as I say, not as I do”). This means that you need to be intentional and strategic about where you put your time in order to maximize the impact for students, and allow them to see you indulge your interests outside of work.

Eliminate activities that sap time or energy. We have both had experiences when a casual conversation with a coworker turns into a two-hour gripe session. The student affairs professional in us always wants to be a good listener and try to be supportive, but sometimes it is too much. To maintain a healthy balance, think about the things that sap your time or energy and work to eliminate them from your calendar, whether it involves too much time on Facebook, unnecessary committee work, or too much time with a negative individual.

The bottom line for us is that you have to be intentional and take responsibility for your own work-life balance. While your supervisor might tell you that you are working too much and should take a day off, it is up to you to make it happen. Look out for yourself, and your satisfaction in and out of work will thrive.
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PARENT AND FAMILY RELATIONS KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY
Campuses Help Support Parents and Families with Rising Costs of Higher Education

Justin M. Alger
Doctoral Candidate, University at Buffalo

As costs of attending college continue to rise and government support declines, how are institutions adjusting to the needs of students and parents (Carney-Hall, 2008)? This article provides a brief look at the importance of parent socioeconomic status and parents as funding sources for higher education, followed by highlights of how two institutions are supporting students and their families.

Socioeconomic status is an important driving force behind whether a student attends college, because students and their families are financially responsible for funding higher education costs (Carney-Hall, 2008). Also, parents and students generally expect that parents will pay for their children to attend college (Bozick, 2007). Parents have become a major source of funding for their students’ higher education expenses. A recent study by Sallie Mae (2010) looking at how families pay for college shows that parents pay for 47% of college costs. Thirty-seven percent of the payments come from parent income and savings, and the other 10% from loans (Sallie Mae, 2010). This contribution is an effort to bridge the gap between college costs and student financial aid packages, usually in the form of grants, scholarships, and loans (Johnstone, 2004). In general, parents with income levels less than $35,000 per year report assuming less debt and using less current income and savings to contribute to their student’s college.
costs than parents making $100,000 or more (Sallie Mae, 2010, p. 25). Parents in the middle income level ($35,000–$100,000) assume a similar amount of borrowing and use almost as much current income as parents making $100,000 or more (Sallie Mae, 2010). To help bridge the socioeconomic status gap and rising costs of higher education, some higher education institutions are creating policies and programs to provide increased access to students. Harvard College offers significantly discounted costs of attendance to some students, and Berry College offers a student work program.

Former Harvard College President Lawrence H. Summers stated that socioeconomic status was the “most severe domestic problem in the United States” (Basinger & Smallwood, 2004, p. A35). To assist those not able to afford college, he called other college presidents to action and offered a cost-free Harvard education to accepted students whose families make less than $40,000 per year (Basinger & Smallwood, 2004). Harvard continues to provide cost-free education to students whose families make less than $60,000 per year; “parents of families with incomes below $60,000 are not expected to contribute at all to college costs” (Harvard College, 2011 para. 2). Harvard also has made strides to reduce costs to families at a variety of income levels by reviewing and specifically defining family contribution resources. Since Harvard announced this program, several other institutions have followed suit and begun offering free tuition to students from lower-income families.

In addition to lowering the costs of attendance, some institutions are attempting to offset day-to-day expenses by providing on-campus jobs to students. Berry College offers on-campus jobs to students through its Student Work Experience Program, which has deep-seated roots in the institution’s history. At Berry, all students are offered positions on campus in order to gain skills and explore potential career avenues. This program serves having 95% of students working at some point in their academic career and 85% of students working during an academic year (Berry College, 2011). This opportunity allows students to apply academic work and gain relevant job skills and experience while networking, and helps them pay college expenses.

In summary, a family’s socioeconomic status is paramount in determining whether a student attends college. Parents are expected to support nearly half of their students’ higher education costs. In times when higher education costs are rising and government support is declining, some higher education institutions are stepping up to bridge the gap in costs. Harvard College has committed to increasing accessibility to families of many income ranges, specifically providing cost-free access to families with incomes less than $60,000. Berry College provides students access to campus jobs, allowing them to gain job experience while helping to pay for day-to-day expenses. These programs offer hope that access to higher education can always be within reach for our future students. Our Knowledge Community applauds these approaches and encourages other institutions to seek additional innovative ways to ease the financial burdens on today’s college students and their families.
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In a climate of dwindling economic resources, student affairs leaders are challenged to assist their institutions in attracting, retaining, and supporting students. To assist practitioners, one idea to consider is developing partnerships with faith-based student groups (FBSGs), FBSGs are registered student organizations that support the faith needs of the campus student body. They usually have an organization leader who may or may not be a student.

Working with FBSGs is invaluable yet uncharted territory for many. Walters (2001) challenged student affairs professionals to “engage student religious organizations and campus ministers in dialogue about their needs and perceptions of the university” (p. 53). Such dialogues can produce beneficial collaborations.

After researching a FBSG and its impact on first-year college students over a two-year period, I can offer some practical takeaways that may enhance your work without affecting your institution’s bottom line. Three such strategies are described below.

**Develop Partnerships to Enhance Student Recruitment**

Longitudinal research by Astin, Astin, and Lindholm (2011) demonstrated that students want to practice their faith when they enter college. Prospective students often contact FBSGs independent of the admissions process and inquire about opportunities to express and support their faith while attending the institution. Creating effective working relationships with these groups would enhance recruitment efforts. For instance, FBSG leaders could share prospective student information with institutional leaders. Also, by developing this partnership, institutional leaders will develop an understanding of the programs and services offered by FBSGs. In return, student affairs professionals can describe the admissions process to the FBSGs. Information sharing is crucial for the success of this partnership. One FBSG leader informed me that a number of students of faith contacted him in the summer about becoming admitted students at the institution. However, the FBSG leader did not know the university admissions process and felt frustrated in trying to help these students get connected to the institution. Establishing relationships with FBSGs is a low-cost strategy that would enhance student recruitment.

**Collaborate on Co-curricular Programming**

First-year students have common struggles. Student affairs professionals create programs to address these issues (e.g., time management, help with choosing a major, managing money). FBSGs also create similar programs. Often, the university and FBSGs have the same goal: to create thoughtful, well-prepared, and engaged citizens. Instead of duplicating efforts, colleges should collaborate with FBSGs to develop first-year student programming.

Millora, Schwartz, and Spinosa (2011) noted one relevant example at Rivier College, where the Campus Ministry collaborated with college departments to provide wellness programs.

Further, as Schlossberg’s (1989) work emphasized, the need to matter is critical. My longitudinal research suggests that students involved in FBSGs found a sense of mattering (Calfin, 2005). In addition, by providing programming and other resources, FBSGs were helpful in alleviating worry and providing peer support (Calfin, 2005). Some FBSGs build this concept of mattering into the activities they create. These groups provide yet another support mechanism for students and student affairs leaders without taxing institutional resources.

**Establish Alumni Connections**

Once students feel connected to their respective FBSGs, many stay involved throughout their time at the university and after graduation. Once again, it would behoove institutional leaders to partner with FBSGs to enhance alumni opportunities. Alumni of these groups may even stay involved with the groups in a mentoring capacity. In other words, the relationship with the institution continues through the FBSGs.

The above list of strategies is far from exhaustive. To support future collaborations, I recommend reviewing the book by Lindholm, Millora, Schwartz, and Spinosa (2011), which examines ways to support college students’ spiritual development. Nevertheless, it is clear that FBSGs make a difference to students. Student affairs practitioners who understand this notion will be able to support their students and their institutions more effectively.
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Nestled in the Salt Lake mountainside is the expansive, picturesque University of Utah campus. Nearly 50 fundraising and development professionals from across the United States visited the “U” for NASPA’s annual Student Affairs Development Conference. It proved to be an excellent backdrop for 3 days of learning, sharing, and networking.

Student affairs professionals are known to be collaborative, and development work is no exception. In fact, student affairs development officers frequently have to link with a variety of constituents both on and off campus. A common theme of the conference was linkages. Development officers find themselves meeting with their own colleagues on campus, both in student affairs and advancement, as well as off-campus alumni, corporations, and foundations. All of these groups could become donors to the institution, and it is the development officer’s job to bridge the connections. Many of the speakers at the conference focused on this idea of building relationships. Patricia Justice, former associate vice chancellor for institutional advancement at University of Illinois, led the first day’s session, which included group work to create ways for student affairs development efforts to become more visible on campuses. Additional concurrent sessions focused on a variety of topics, including working with external audiences, being donor-centered, utilizing volunteers, stewardship, and asking for major gifts.

Prodigious ideas were shared among the conference attendees. Several are listed below. We hope that you will use these ideas as you build your student affairs development program:

1. Create a handbook (online or in print) that showcases the impact of donor gifts. Focus on the gift’s influence within student affairs. Did it create a new leadership program, for example, or a new scholarship? Did a gift from one generous donor provide the opportunity for a dozen students to participate in Alternative Spring Break? If so, highlight these examples in a handbook.
2. Create an online video series of student leaders who have benefited from donor dollars.
3. Call alumni to thank them for gifts. If you cannot reach them by phone, be sure to write personal thank-you notes. Encourage students to write thank-you notes as well, especially if their program or area was helped by a donor’s gift.
4. Start a “road show” to visit student organizations, introducing them to fundraising and giving and explain why giving back to one’s institution is so important.
5. Link a senior-class gift to a 50-year alumni gift. Link the people in addition to the dollars, so senior donors see the benefits of being involved long after graduation.
6. Go through past yearbooks to discover which individuals were very involved on campus. Target former student leaders as potential donors.
7. Borrow quotes and data from student affairs’ program assessments to include in thank-you letters to donors and other constituents.
8. Evaluate your student affairs website. Is there anything on the site for alumni and friends of the institution or is it geared only toward current students? Try to make it appealing to both groups.
9. Engage prospective donors as guest speakers in leadership courses or at student government events. Encourage them to visit student organizations and speak about their experiences on campus.

If you are interested in continuing the conversation about development in student affairs, write your ideas in 140 characters or fewer on Twitter, using the hashtag #SAdev.

Recommended Reading


Marguerite Bonous-Hammirth
Researcher in Residence, Center for Educational Partnerships
University of California, Irvine

Members of the Student Affairs Partnering with Academic Affairs Knowledge Community (KC) share common interests with other NASPA colleagues to apply best practices in ways that improve student experiences and learning environments. This goal to broaden understanding about academic and student affairs collaborations has led to several activities, including the KC’s first research grant to promote scholarship about connections across academic and student affairs for effective student outcomes.

While a focus on results typically ensures common purpose within and productive outcomes from collaborations (Lawson, Caliborne, Hardiman, Austin, & Surko, 2007), it also should prompt assessments of key group interactions that drive success: the knowledge “that is available to be worked on and used by other people” (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003, p. 1371). Such a consideration of shared knowledge—the ideas and insights generated through collaborative work—immediately focuses attention on deep, transformative change and provides feedback on the health and wealth of the partnerships formed. This brief review examines selected evidence from organizational studies and education to discuss themes related to partnership structures, cultures, and evolution that may foster shared knowledge to improve our collaborations and results.

Structures, Cultures, and Shared Knowledge in Partnerships
The multiple approaches used by student affairs administrators in their partnerships demonstrate a unique tension between structure and culture in collaborative work. For example, a majority of administrators in one national study perceived cultural approaches (e.g., cross-institutional dialogues, generating enthusiasm, common visioning) as more important to successful partnerships than structural strategies (e.g., leadership, expectation setting, combining fiscal resources, using incentives or rewards), but in reality demonstrated frequent use of the latter to achieve success (Kezar, 2003, p. 16). Presenting this finding as a tension may oversimplify explanations about rather complex phenomena. However, a focus on tensions between structures and cultures may increase awareness about potentially unaddressed stages of partnership development and the strategies needed for progress. For example, before partners share a common vision that reflects co-created knowledge and trust within their groups, formal structures may be needed to foster cross-unit planning or other work toward change.

Group and organizational learning frameworks further demonstrate how ideas and knowledge generated within groups may reflect back on structures, cultures, and processes before reflecting forward for change and organizational (or the group’s) renewal. Learner-oriented activities often associated with professional learning communities, such as reflection and feedback, have been found to improve the quality of future peer and self-reflections on practice, as well as to increase overall professional competencies (Fund, 2010). In addition, movement through individual “intuiting” to recognize patterns in personal experiences, “interpreting” to explain individual and group insights and ideas, “integrating” to develop shared group understandings, and “institutionalizing” to embed shared learning in structures and strategies illustrates a level of organizational processing to affect change beyond an individual team or group (Crossan & Berdrow, 2003, p. 1090). Viewing shared knowledge from this organizational stance suggests opportunities for academic and student affairs colleagues to reflect, connect, and enact new structures and shared cultural approaches to attain desired changes for student learning and outcomes and for innovative partner work in the future.

Partnership Knowledge Is Dynamic
Fullan (2006) notes that true professional learning communities develop “lasting new collaborative cultures” focused on “continuous improvement” (p. 10). Therefore, we can imagine that new knowledge generated from effective academic and student affairs collaborations would evolve in tandem as these partnerships deepen over time. However, defining success and measuring the tangible and intangible knowledge created within evolving partnerships will present major challenges.

Although theorists use different ways to describe learning, research about knowledge creation appears to reflect the ideal types of knowledge outcomes that academic and student affairs partnerships aim to develop. The dynamic nature of collaborations would suggest a “knowledge-creation approach,” where the goal would be
not to simply change or add to one’s mental state (“learning”) but to “solve problems, originate new thoughts, and advance communal knowledge” (Paavola, Lipponen, & Hakkarainen, 2004, p. 561). This view suggests partnership knowledge that continually expands to transform ideas and practices, and this conceptual frame ultimately may be the ideal aim of our academic and student affairs alliances.

The shared knowledge from partnerships may not always redefine the individual partners themselves. Student affairs professionals cannot be effective in their work without addressing their own multiple community orientations toward student administration, student services, student development, and student learning (Blimling, 2001) and the specific disciplinary, departmental, and institutional knowledge that they bring to the table (Stebleton & Schmidt, 2010). In this respect, shared learning may enable student affairs professionals to contribute to partnership success and much broader impacts of transformative changes in disciplines and the profession.
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The ACPA Commission for Student Involvement offers an opportunity for those in 10 functional areas of the field to engage professional and socially. There is an emphasis on technology, discussions, electronic mailing lists, interactive dialogue, professional development, and publishing opportunities. The commission is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year. It offers resources including electronic mailing list subscriptions, best/powerful practices, comprehensive leadership programs and general assessment, and leadership book reviews.

The ALE has existed for 20 years with a mission to “strengthen and sustain the expertise of professional leadership educators” (ALE, n.d.). The association provides a broader focus, including not only higher education professionals but also youth development organizations, military trainers, community development educators, and private consultants. The association coordinates the peer-reviewed *Journal of Leadership Educators* and hosts a conference each year.

The ILA states that it is “the global network for all those who practice, study and teach leadership. The ILA promotes a deeper understanding of leadership knowledge and practices for the greater good of individuals and communities worldwide” (ILA, n.d.). The ILA coordinates several leadership publications, including the *Journal of Leadership Studies*; hosts an annual conference; and offers a variety of online resources. Members can participate in four different types of communities. The association is housed at the University of Maryland in the School of Public Policy.

The NCLP has served leadership scholars and practitioners since 1990. Its mission is to serve as a centralized source for resources and professional development, along with promoting collaboration, networking, and information sharing among leadership educators. NCLP believes that leadership educators should contribute to the scholarship of leadership, help to advance the field of leadership studies, enhance effective pedagogies to develop leadership, and improve standards of practice” (NCLP, n.d.). The NCLP is overseen by leadership professionals from the University of Maryland.

**Leadership Consortium**

We hope to continue this mutually beneficial collaboration to support collegiality and encourage networking among those interested in and invested in leadership. This collaboration is of particular salience during the financial crises that many campuses currently face. As professional development funds are dwindling and positions are being eliminated or merged, it is critical that we continue to provide resources and avenues for leadership educators to learn from one another’s best practices. To achieve that mission, it is necessary to build a coalition of those interested in leadership through collaboration. The leadership consortium of the organizations described above established the following goals to help coordinate efforts for all professionals involved in leadership development, training, and education:

1. Coordinate program calendars to minimize duplication and maximize professional participation.
2. Track trends and voids in professional programs, services, and resources.
3. Promote each other’s programs through electronic mailing lists, publications, and other means.
4. Partner on pre-conferences sessions, general conference sessions, and other professional development activities as appropriate.
5. Collaborate on local, national, and international research projects.
6. Facilitate resource sharing and general communication through regularly scheduled conference calls and in-person meetings at partnering organizations’ conferences and meetings.
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SUSTAINABILITY KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY

Green Department Certification Programs: An Opportunity for Student Affairs

Justin Koppelman
Program Coordinator, Student Civic Engagement
Department of Student & Campus Life
Chapman University

As one of the hot topics identified by NASPA’s Sustainability Knowledge Community, the institutionalization of sustainability into the fabric of the campus community is an important effort to consider and one that is particularly suited for student affairs involvement. While a significant amount of campus sustainability performance lies within the operational realms of campus planning and facilities management, the practice of sustainability is also rooted in and significantly influenced by the daily behaviors, choices, and habits of building occupants (Scherbaum, Popovich, & Finlinson, 2008; U.S. Green Building Council, 2011). Without knowledge about sustainability as a practice and a social issue on local, national, and global scales, or the resources and recognition necessary for empowering sustainability-minded decision making, building occupants are likely to move forward with day-to-day business with little to no intentional consideration of the economic, environmental, or social impacts of their actions (Marans, 2010; Rappaport, 2008). Connecting the value and importance of sustainability directly to building occupants provides a rich opportunity not only to foster awareness and encourage personal action, but also to build a culture of sustainability throughout the institution. One way to approach this issue successfully is through the implementation of a Green Department/Office Certification program.

Various iterations of Green Department Certification programs have been launched over the past few years on many campuses. These programs range from self-reported checklists that identify conditions and actions reflective of a commitment to sustainability within departmental policies and procedures to semester-long programs that require multiple consultations and the development of detailed action plans. Although such programs also tend to be housed within institutions’ Office of Sustainability, their intent and outcome can only be strengthened by student affairs professionals passionate about advancing campus sustainability.

Generally, Green Department Certification programs focus on four key efforts, all of which are well suited to student affairs professionals.

Building Relationships
Green Department Certification programs provide an opportunity to build positive, purposeful relationships among administration, faculty, staff, and students. Many programs involve students as interns, liaisons, or staff to help implement departmental certifications. Inviting students to serve in any of these capacities on a leadership team of student affairs and facilities management staff can foster a collaborative effort that develops institutional relationships while utilizing the unique strengths and experiences of each constituent. With proper training and support provided by professional staff, students can then work alongside representatives of participating departments to identify and build upon current strengths and areas for future improvement, thereby creating connections and relationships that can develop over time and have influence beyond the certification time frame.

Disseminating Knowledge
A key function of Green Department Certification programs is to disseminate knowledge about sustainability as a practice and social issue on micro, meso, and macro levels. Successful programs inform building occupants not only of the tangible action steps that can be taken within departmental office space to operate more sustainably (e.g., replacing a standard power strip with a “smart strip” or setting default printer settings to duplex), but also of the various economic, environmental, and social impacts associated with the consumption of natural resources and the “business as usual” approach. Such knowledge is most often disseminated through a presentation to participating departments upon their completion of the process, which provides certification programs with a unique opportunity to expand the understanding of sustainability as an environmental, economic, and social justice issue. Green Department Certification programs also provide opportunities to utilize faculty and students’ academic expertise as a source for current information about sustainability issues.

Empowering Positive Change
Green Department Certification programs play a large role in empowering building occupants to advance sustainability by both providing them with specific, implementable action steps and recognizing existing departmental efforts as well as the positive change made as departments progress through the process. Whether in the form of a checklist or an in-person consultation, certification programs are well equipped with a variety of action steps that range from giving preference to organic, fair-trade coffee to purchasing EnergyStar appliances.
or Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) certified electronics. These items are provided directly to participating departments, offering a much-needed but otherwise inaccessible resource for institutionalizing sustainability. The availability of this resource, combined with an approach that creates a positive and encouraging experience for participating departments, makes the certification process both achievable and enjoyable. The combination of tools and support provided can leave departments with a sense of empowerment to continue advancing sustainability after the end of the program.

Creating Useful Standards
Inherent to the process of creating a Green Department Certification programs is the identification of assessable metrics (i.e., energy use, paper consumption, purchasing habits and action steps), which translates into the development of standards for departmental sustainability on a particular campus. These standards can be used to better understand what is and is not feasible within institutional policies and procedures and to track the most and least frequent sustainability efforts. As more and more departments participate in the certification process, these standards can be adjusted to ensure that the program remains challenging and advances new sustainability practices after others become normalized across the institution.

By creating a structure to build relationships, disseminate knowledge, empower positive change, and create standards, Green Department Certification programs help institutionalize sustainability into the fabric of campus life. Such programs support the advancement and institutionalization of sustainability at a pace that is appropriate to each campus and can be used to create a visible, credible, and empowering culture of sustainability. Student affairs staff working at campuses with or without certification programs can consider using these programs to strengthen student affairs’ involvement in and relevance to campus sustainability by engaging in or leading such programs.
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Although not technically a part of iOS 5, the App Store Volume Purchase Program will be a great complement to the new features of the operating system (Apple, 2011). An “App” is another name for an application. It’s a generic term for all the extra bits of software you can add to your phone to help you do new things with the device. Apps are great but have always been a bit of a pain to implement in Higher Education settings where you may need to install the same app of many devices. In the past, educational users of iOS products would have to create an Apple account and individuals would either need to purchase individual apps with personal funds or go through a lengthy process to get the tax removed from a procurement card purchase in the App Store. Now, educational institutions can buy apps in bulk using a Volume Voucher, credit card, or Procurement Card. Tax-exempt institutions will not be charged sales tax at the time of purchase.

Additionally, app developers have the opportunity to offer special pricing for purchases of 20 apps or more, increasing the affordability and efficiency of using multiple iOS apps (Apple, Inc., 2011).

Of course, all of the new features in this operating system would be much less useful if they were not accessible by all users. Fortunately, Apple is known for its strategy of supporting accessibility and education, and iOS 5 will be no exception. Hearing impaired users can now set custom vibration patterns for contacts just as hearing users might create custom ringtones. In addition to the auditory and vibration alert for incoming messages, the LED flash on the iPhone 4 is now configurable to briefly strobe light up when receiving calls, SMS messages, or other alerts. Students who do not have full use of their hands will also be able to interact with iOS devices through the existing Voiceover capabilities, released with the iPhone 3GS, and the recently announced speech-to-text system will provide much-needed opportunities for users with a variety of ability levels to use iOS devices (Bagh, 2011). Student affairs professionals often lead the way in their institutions by promoting accessibility, and this array of new features will help to promote accessible communication and student engagement.

What Is Next?
This article showcases only a few of the more than 200 updates, improvements, and changes coming in iOS 5. At this time, there is no news about updates to hardware for the various iOS devices, so an iPhone 5, iPad 3, or fifth-generation iPod Touch could still be forthcoming. These devices could also generate various efficiencies for student affairs professionals. Stay connected with the Technology Knowledge Community for more reviews of software that can positively affect your work. Find out more at http://www.naspa.org/kc/tech, join our Facebook group at http://on.fb.me/NASPA_TKC, and follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/NASPA_TKC.
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VETERANS KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY
Remembrance Day National Roll Call

LTC (Ret.) Brett Morris
Associate Director for Veterans Affairs
National Roll Call Project Coordinator
Eastern Kentucky University

Ten years is a long time. Traditional-aged freshmen entering college this fall were second-graders back then, and the events of September 11, 2001, now seem very distant to them. Yet in the intervening 10 years, more than 2.1 million American have placed themselves in harm’s way to prevent a reoccurrence of that awful day. Here are some facts about these heroes as researched by Swords to Plowshares, a San Francisco-based nonprofit organization (Blecker, 2009):

- More than 810,000 service members have served more than one tour of duty in the war zones.
- Roughly 46% of all those deployed are citizen-soldiers belonging to the Reserves or National Guard.
- More than 235,000 women, of whom 12–16% are single mothers, have served in the war zones.
- Some 300,000 service members have been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder, representing fewer than half of those who will likely develop symptoms.
- Nearly 320,000 of those serving in the war zones have suffered traumatic brain injuries as a result of concussions form improvised explosive devices.
- The Veterans Administration Suicide Hotline receives more than 10,000 calls per month. A survey of college student veterans last fall indicated that more than 40% had contemplated suicide at some point.
- The homelessness rate is approximately 20% among veterans, versus 8% for the general population.
- In 2009, male veteran unemployment was 21.6%.
- As of August 8, 2011, 4,852 service members have died in combat, 1,312 were noncombat casualties, and 45,170 have been seriously wounded since September 11, 2001.

This special Veterans’ Day (November 11, 2011) will mark the 10th anniversary of the post 9/11 wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. To honor the many sacrifices that this generation of young Americans has made, the NASPA Veterans Knowledge Community (VKC) is helping to organize the Remembrance Day National Roll Call. On Friday, November 11, thousands of students, faculty, and staff at America’s colleges and universities, together with local veterans’ groups and community leaders, will remember those who made the ultimate sacrifice by conducting a synchronized reading of the casualty list recognizing the more than 6,000 service members who have died in Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation Iraqi Freedom, and Operation New Dawn. Each participating school will organize its own reading of the names and will observe a minute of silence at 11:00 a.m. (Pacific time) so that schools across the country will observe the moment simultaneously.

The sole objective of the Remembrance Day National Roll Call is to send a message to those serving that their peers who enjoy the freedom to study, learn, grow, and prosper understand and honor their sacrifices and those of the fallen. A list of participating schools is available at http://va.eku.edu/rollcall. Schools wishing to participate may e-mail RemembranceRollCall@gmail.com to obtain an updated casualty list. For more information, contact LTC (Ret.) Brett Morris, Remembrance Day National Roll Call coordinator, at (859) 582-5774.
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Leadership is a socially constructed paradigm shaped by the context, values, and experiences of a society. The historical context of gender, race, ethnicity, abilities, and sexual orientation within society affects our views about leadership and who merits a leadership role. Therefore, it is important to educate ourselves and our students regarding the impact of gender on leadership development and provide programs and services that educate and prepare women to be leaders in our field who influence change.

The concept of leadership and what it means to be a leader has changed dramatically since the early twentieth century when the “great man” theory, which postulated leadership as a set of properties inherent in all great leaders, dominated the landscape. These inherent properties included being male and European American (Hoyt, 2007; Klenke, 1996). A review of the literature on gender and leadership confirms that traditional leadership development practices, which focus on hierarchical systems and authority, put women and ethnic groups at a disadvantage (Cantor & Bernay, 1992; Eagly & Carli, 2004; Ruderman, 2004). The more recent paradigm views leadership from a relational perspective, as an ability to influence and inspire others to achieve common goals that often exceed original expectations (Northouse, 2007). Not surprisingly, researchers postulate that women should benefit most from the relational paradigm of leadership with its proclivity for such stereotypically “feminine” skills and behaviors as relationship building, process orientation, connectedness, empowerment, ethic of care and concern, and empowerment (Eagly & Carli, 2004; Helgesen, 1990; Komives, 1994).

Statistics indicate that women exhibit more characteristics from the relational leadership paradigm than men (Eagly, 2007). However, women remain underrepresented in leadership roles, especially those that provide substantial authority over people. Even in female-dominated organizations and professions such as nursing and teaching, men ascend to leadership faster than women (Eagly & Carli, 2004). Catalyst, a leading nonprofit research and advisory organization working globally with businesses and the professions to build inclusive environments and expand opportunities for women, reported that women constitute 14.7% of Fortune 500 board seats, and only 3.4% of these seats are held by women of color (Catalyst, 2007). Currently, the 112th Congress has 93 women among its 535 members; of the 76 women in the House and 17 women in the Senate, 22 are women of color.

Statistics demonstrate that the ascension of women into elite leadership roles is gaining momentum (Chao & Rones, 2007). These data prompt an investigation of the changes that have enabled women to rise into leadership roles they have not traditionally held. Eagly and Carli (2004) postulate three possible reasons for these changes: (1) a redefinition of what constitutes “appropriate behavior” for women in the past few decades, (2) a changing leadership paradigm that reflects more “relational” styles of leadership, and (3) changing organizational environments. Studies examining differences in leadership style between men and women posit some interesting findings. For example, Eagly and Johnson (1990) conducted a meta-analysis of 162 studies to determine differences between men and women on measures of leadership style. Their findings indicate that women exhibit more transformational leadership behaviors and employ a more democratic leadership style, one that is grounded in a strong interpersonal approach, incorporating more collaboration and shared decision making. Many of the difficulties and challenges for women outlined in this study relate to the incongruity of the traditional female role and society’s traditional view of leaders. Although women who exhibited a more relational leadership style were viewed positively as leaders, they also experienced more negative evaluations of their competence as leaders when rated on behavior traditionally related to expectations of a leader (i.e., decision making). This finding was especially true in masculine-dominated organizational contexts, where a “masculine” leadership style is preferred. These findings are interesting as they point to incongruence between the female gender roles and leadership roles. Women were expected to engage in activities and actions congruent with their culturally defined gender roles, which did not include leadership. Possible consequences of this incongruence are less positive attitudes toward female leaders and an increased difficulty for women to become leaders and to achieve success in leadership roles.

Eagly and Johnson (1990) also found that women are not as likely to be involved in leadership promotion opportunities, such as mentoring and social events, which contribute to success and progress in leadership roles. This finding should be further unpacked to investigate why particular activities are deemed “promotional opportunities,” why women are not included in the pipeline when leadership opportunities arise, and why leadership positions are designed to favor men. The lack of women’s ascension to leadership roles was corroborated by further research on women college students (Boatwright & Egidio, 2000; Ruderman, 2004; Whitt, 1994).

In an effort to compare the leadership experiences of women in the first...
two decades of the modern women’s movement in the United States and develop a conceptual model of leadership, Astin and Leland (1991) conducted a cross-generational study composed of a purposeful sample of 77 women leaders in government and education. Their findings indicate that women’s leadership differs from the traditional models of leadership in the following ways: utilization of power and influence, conceptualization of leadership as a collective, empowering others to take action in the organization by de-emphasizing hierarchical relationships, emphasizing reciprocity, and emphasizing responsibility toward others. Implicit in this study is the importance of mentoring the next generation of leaders to help them understand the historical perspectives of leadership and the role of women in this context. Astin and Leland also point out the importance of how leadership styles into current practice, about any uniqueness in women’s leadership. As a result, men sometimes appear more “natural” in a leadership role, placing women at a disadvantage. Given these cross-pressures, finding an appropriate and effective leadership style could be challenging for women.

Taken together, this literature provides evidence that people expect and prefer that women be relational in their leadership approach and that men be agentic. Because leaders are thought to be more agentic than relational, it is not surprising that stereotypes about leaders resemble stereotypes of men more than women. These cultural stereotypes place women in a double bind, as they are expected to follow gender role norms while also displaying expected leadership roles that are still stereotyped as masculine. As a result, men sometimes appear more “natural” in a leadership role, placing women at a disadvantage.
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